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Frank Borelli

Dear Neighbor,

Once again, I want to thank you for the opportunity to serve
as your town councilman. Since the day I was first elected,
I have dedicated my efforts to protecting and enhancing
our quality of life, to protecting taxpayers and to fighting
overdevelopment.
I believe the record will show that I have done just that…
and that this perspective has served the families and taxpayers
of Clarkstown well.
We’ve eliminated waste and inefficiencies… merged services…
combined positions…eliminated unnecessary positions… and
held the line on taxes. At the same time, we’ve improved town
services and saved taxpayers millions of dollars… and I’m
proud to say that I’ve been the initiator of these changes.
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While we’ve made progress, there is still a lot more work to do.
That’s why I’m running for re-election.
Once again, I hope I can count on your support.

Frank Borelli
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Keeping his promises to Clarkstown families:
Frank Borelli:
Stabilized taxes and enacted the first Property Tax cut in 30 years.
Reduced long-term debt by $12,939,955. That’s an 11% reduction.
Upgraded the town’s bond rating. Clarkstown now has the highest bond rating in
Rockland County.
Cut town payroll costs by millions through consolidation and staff reductions
delivering services more efficiently with greater expertise and at a lower cost.
Enforcing town codes. The town has more than doubled the yearly violations issued.
Proposed and implemented a new law on flood control to elevate and protect
sensitive parts of town from flooding.
Proposed and implemented a new law to require landscapers to be licensed.
Completed renovation of Street Community Center in New City enhancing the
experience of seniors and community members.
Has proposed a new law amending zoning code to reduce number of housing units
allowed in residential neighborhoods.
Worked to create the Complete Street Committee that reviewed all residential streets and
created a procedure and a ranking system to make neighborhoods safer by implementing
strategies to control unsafe drivers.

Frank Borelli Will:
Continue to trim costs and protect taxpayers.
Fight to protect and improve our suburban quality of life.
Fight overdevelopment.
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